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Why the housing bears are wrong
The big ﬁnancial institutions are predicting a huge slump in residential
property prices. But as the search for yield intensiﬁes, gross rental returns
of 4-5 per cent on investment properties are attractive, as are some
hybrids.
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The great virus crisis (GVC) has been one of those historic dislocations where
heavy-duty intellectual ﬁrepower has really counted. The ability to properly parse
the data, forecast infections around the world and anticipate
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anticipatepolicymakers’
policymakers’
policymakers’
reaction
reaction
reactionfunctions
functions
functions has been incredibly valuable.
In this context, a familiar debate is once again raging in Australia: I am being
circled by a pack of very “hangry” housing bears. They are all conﬁdently growling
that local house prices will slump by their largest margin on record.
The four major banks claim prices will fall by at least 10 per cent. UBS forecasts a 10
per cent to 20 per cent retrenchment. After failing to anticipate the 10 per cent
jump in prices over the past 12 months, Morgan Stanley reckons prices will slide by
up to 15 per cent.

Housing bears are confidently growling that local house prices will slump by their largest margin on
record. David Rowe
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And then there are the perennially negative perma bears, praying for the motherof-all housing depressions, including doomsayers like Steve
Steve
SteveKeen
Keen
Keen and his acolytes.
Yet since I have pulled out my empirical “shotty”, an intellectual 12-gauge, the bears
have started running for the hills. In fact, I am getting increasingly excited about
the prospect of making myself a bear BBQ.
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Our base case is that Aussie house prices will ﬂatline over the next few months,
with the risk of a modest softening of prices up to 5 per cent.
Thereafter we forecast that the 2019-20 boom will reassert itself, with prices
climbing by another 10 per cent to 20 per cent on the back of the 75-150 basis point
reduction in mortgage rates over the past year.
This has massively boosted purchasing power, pushing down interest repayments
as a share of disposable incomes to their lowest levels in decades.

Can't bears read data?
The data is supporting our contrarian case. In contrast to the bears’ gloomy
expectations, national house prices appreciated in February, March and April. And
in May they have been ﬂatlining.
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The four to ﬁve per cent gross rental yields available on Aussie investment
properties, arguably the best performing asset class during the GVC, are likely to
appear attractive as the search for yield intensiﬁes after the Reserve Bank of
Australia’s decision to ﬂoor the cash rate in March to its effective lower bound at
0.25 per cent.
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The normalisation in housing should accelerate following our (projected) peak in
COVID-19 infections in early April and the aggressive ﬂattening of Australia’s curve,
which has allowed Prime Minister Scott Morrison to pivot away from his original
six-month hibernation plan to a much-earlier-than-anticipated exit from
containment over May and June (as we argued
argued
arguedin
in
inMarch
March).
March

Yield hunt
The revival of the search for yield dynamic was evident during the week with
exceptionally strong interest in Macquarie Bank’s new Capital Notes 2 hybrid
security (ASX: MBLPB). Macquarie ended up issuing only $500 million juxtaposed
against investor demand of close to $2 billion.
MLPB priced on a chunky credit spread of 4.7 per cent above the quarterly bank bill
swap rate, which provided for a grossed-up annual yield of 4.8 per cent.
Importantly, this spread was materially above the circa 4.2 per cent margin offered
on major bank hybrids with similar expected maturities of around 5.5 years.
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